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MOVEMENT ACTION PLAN (MAP) WORKSHOPS/PRESENTATIONS 
AGENDA NOTES 

(Nov. 7, 1988 WORKING DRAFT) 

I. INTRODUCTION TO MAP WORKSHOPS 

4. Help participants recognize a variety of roles that activists play in  
social movements, and to help them to carry out these roles more effectively. 
The 'Four Roles" model describes effective and ineffective ways of playing four 
roles that activists need to play to organize social movements more effectively. 
Workshop participants assess themselves and adopt new directions to carry out 
the roles more effectively. 

   

This MAP workshop "Agenda Notes" is a, working, draft on methods for doing MAP 
workshops. It will be part 6f,anewSocial Movement Empowerment Project publica-
tion, to be published about February, 1989. 

MAP workshops, through a mixture of presentations, exercises, reflection times, 
and large and small group participation, provide activists with information and 
practical action theories to analyze, strategize, and wage social movements 

- More successfully. And the' workshops provide activists with methods for applying 
the Information-  and theories to themselves and their social movements. In 
addition, the material and methods are designed to enable participants to share 
the information by repeating the workshop with other activists. 

Each MAP workshop is geared to the needs of the participants and time available. 
The type of meeting, goals, agenda, and length (one hour to several days), 
therefore, depend upon the interests and needs of the participants, the time 
available, and whether the meeting is a workshop, presentation, or a consul-
tation with a specific organization. 

The workshop's theories, methods, exercises, and agenda are rapidly evolving. 
We invite you to not only use these methods but also evolve them to be more 
applicable to your group's needs. Please send us your feedback and ideas. 

Goals 

The Movement Action Plan workshops' over-all goals are to empower activists and 
increase the effectiveness of both activists and their social movements. 

The specific goals include; 

, 	I,. Help activists be more empowered, hopeful and effective. The workshops 
help activists be more hopeful and empowered while reducing feelings of despair 
and disempowerment, by reviewing the success of past social movements, identify-
ing the successes and progress of their own movement, showing how their movement 
is following the path of success, and how they can be in charge of helping 
their movement‘  progress further along the road normally taken by successful 
movements. Activists feel more empowered and hopeful as they come to realize 
the power and success of both their movement and their own efforts, and as they 
see that this new recognition is more accurate than the beliefs of disempower-
ment and failure which they have might have previously held. 

2. Help Activists recognize that social movements have a past and present  
history of being a powerful means by which common people can oppose unjust and  
oppressive social and political conditions and bring about positive change. 

3. Help activists change from a negative to a positive attitude about the  
power and Success of social movements, including their own. The workshop helps 
participanta move from a preconceived movement culture, attitude, and mythology 
of despair, disempowerment, and aversion to success, to a new attitude and 
culture of movement power, success, and positive energy. 

5. Help activists identify their movement's history, progress, and success-
es so far. The workshop helps activists identify their own social movements 
past-history and successes, the progress their movement has made in progressing 
along the MAP stages so far, and where their movement is presently located 
along the MAP road of success. Some of the methods for doing this are: 

- Creating a Movement Life Line Chart to identify the movement's 
history, including its past successes, progress, dynamic struggle with the 
powerholders, including its changing goals, strategies, and programs. It helps 
understand that their movement has not been made up of a series of isolated 
events, but each event and success or failure grows out of the previous condi-
tions and events, and that social movements follow a developmental pathway that 
is identifiable and comprehensible to activists. 

-Applying MAP to their own social movement (see below) 

6. Provide a model of success (the MAP stages) that describes the road  
along the way of success for social movements. The workshop proyides activists 
with a standard model, the Movement Action Plan (MAP), of the prpcesa that 
social movements normally go through along the road of success., MAP is a 
developmental theory that describes eight stages that successful social movement 
normally progress through, as they move on their way, over years and decades, 
along the long road to achieve their long range goals. 

7. Help activists evaluate the progress and present situation of their  
movement, and to identify movement goals, strategies and programs for the  
immediate future (1 to 2 years). After identifying the movement's history and 
present MAP stage, participants then evaluate how they think their movement has 
been doing -- Is their movement failing or stuck, or has it been progressing at 
a pace that can be reasonably be expected of any successful social movement? 
Participants then identify strategies, goals, and programs that will help their 
movement progress along the road of success, by achieving the programs and 
goals of its present MAP stage and beginning programs and conditions of the 
next MAP stage. 

8. Provide methods by which participants can repeat the methods learned in  
this workshop in their own group. 
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II. SAMPLE AGENDA FOR MAP WORKSHOP (Day Long Workshop) 

Agenda Item and brief directions  

15 - INTRODUCTIONS (Welcoming to workshop; Go around: name, organization, 
one goal for workshop; The time and content of this item depends on 
number of participants.) 

15 - INTRODUCTION TO WORKSHOP 
- Business items/Purpose/Goals of workshop/Introductory Comments 
- Agenda Review 

30 - THE FOUR ROLES OF AN ACTIVIST: (See "Four Roles" handout) 
__Purpose: To identify four different roles, ie, citizen, rebel, change 

agent, and reformer, that activists need to play, including effective 
and ineffective ways of playing them, see how they relate to the MAP 
stages, and apply them to ourselves and our one organization. 

10 - Presentation of Four Roles 
10 - Share in pairs (How have I played these four roles? How has this 

affected my movement work? What new directions would I like to 
take in the future regarding these roles? Are these categories 
helpful?) Take first two minutes as think time. 

10 - Whole group discussion 
(Note: The Four Roles 	.early agenda item so that participants can -WIM the insights they have learned about the way they have been 
playing the four roles to the-issues in the rest of the workshop.) 

30 - RE-ASSESSING OUR ATTITUDE TOWARDS SOCIAL-MOVEMENTS (See handout) 

15 - Presentation, Activists need to re-assess their attitude about 
themselves and their social movement. Too often, activists 

, erroneously believe that they and their social movements are 
powerlessend fa4ling --,a.,belief that reduces the effectiveness 
of both the activists-and their social movements. This item 
helps activists move toward a new attitude, belief, and culture 
based, on the real power and:succesaef social'-0Ygment 

- Group Discussion  

MOVEMENT LIFE LINE (Choose one specific social movement as a focus.) 
Purpose: to create and record a visible history of the movement 
On a largewall chart, the movement's past key events and how 
the:relited i p each other, past movement successes and progress, 
and the struggle between the movement and powerholders. 

- The whole group: 
(I) Brainstorm key movement events (name, year, high or low point). 
(2) Identify the positive impact the low points have on the movement 
(3) Identify cause and,Afect lines between events 
(4) Identify specific key,succesees, pf the movement, how th& - m6Vement 

brought them about, and theirimpact,afterwards: 	- 
`'(5) Identify the changing strategies (short range goals) of the 

Powerholders and, the .movement„and how they react to each other. 
(6y Identify thipower and success of-the movement in this process. 
(7) 	Group, Reflection.  on this -process.. 	- 
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15 - BREAK 	 , 
60 - MOVEMENT ACTION PLAN (MAP EIGHT STAGES OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS) 

Purpose': to revieW"the MAR Eight Stages of Sucteawfut-Sockall 
MoveMents; -  with 'special emphasts-on how i.t .relates to_ the 
movement(s)'belagfocused,-onfAw,the.twOrkshop. 

45 - Presentationef MAR.(Withexamples/teflections from the group) 
1.5 7 Whole Group.  (Group questions,:Conbents, and 4isdaigiUdiV 

10 - REFLECTION ON THE MORNING AND'PLANS FOR AFTERNOON' 
-Key insights from morning session 

'7I.D. goals ,for rest of the workshop 
-Plans for lunch;,should a lunch.group planthe afternocieroq 

- 	 , 
60 7 MEAL BREAK 

25 - THE MAP STAGE OF OUR SOCIAL MOVEMENT 
-1 - Think time.,  (Think and-choosewhat MAP stage your,119x9mental$ in..) 

-2 - Form MAP "Stage" Groups.; , (Individuals go to the spotop,floor 
representing the MAP stage' they think the.movement44,14,.ferming 
A group with others who thtrdc'the movement is W.that.srage. 

7 	Each group: identify-their reagens the movement,is'is-tla,isstage. 
7 - Reports - from each- MAP sroup:'report why MAP is ,.in, thetst4Be. 
5 - Reflection& on this Agenda itein' 

30 - MOVEMENT STRATEGY: SHORT-TERM GOALS AND STAGES. 
Intrecictiea:-Sociak Movements''-are- -made up of. many dikfereht-campaigns 
and sub-toVelignts trying tb achieve short-tem:goals., ,The_progess of 
success involves achieving.many.key short-term goals, which builds the 
public education„eupport, a• nd political  conditions that finally lead 

to achieving their ky,leng:term goat&.,,ThePurpOsWei this exercise 
is to identify some of the k• ey short-termgdal& and' -bp see twit MAP 

stage the movement is inforeaCh 
5 - Introduction  - 
5 - Whole Group:Brainstorm,, ey,movementShort7term gaele -, Record 

15 - Identify, the MAP stage, the movement isinfor, each goal. 
5 - Conclusions,* Implications 	" 	• 	 ' 

,APPLY MAP.TO,YOUR OWN MOVEMENT EFFORTS (purpose: to think about the 
ideas/insights so far, and apply them to our own movement/organization.) 

5 - Instructions & form small group's 
30 - Small groups (by ,social movement/organization) 

-What stage_ is your movement in? 
-How did your movement fill the programs, goals, dynamics, 
etc of the previous stage? 

-What role did your organization play in thig? 
-How is your,. movement fulfilling the programs, goalX and 
strategies of the present stage , 	sub-meVeU 	. enta4 "' 

-How is your organization/CaMpaignjUifillias thiprOgrams, 

goals,- .and strategies ef the preseptstaggef'the movement, 
the subr:movements? 

15 - Whole group 	back_by small groups) 
25 - WHOLE GROUP DISCUSSION: INSIGHTS, QUESTIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 

- Insights, questions, comments, implicationsof workshop. 
r Taking the Workshop Home: How:take ideas, process baCk to my group 

(This could be done is small groups by'organization,er pairs.) - 
- Evaluation 	 , 	 

,10 CLOSING 

Minutes 



III
Es 

,„WHER COMMENTS AND GUIDELINES FOR DOING THE AGENDA ITEMS 

INTRODUCTION-This section,  istor people who Want _,to lead MAP workshops for i 
their'own'grotip or ActivistsAm,,their area..,It gives additional information g 
on facilitating SeveralnUtitheegandaitemsnbove,he,  well as some others. h 

The llarpose".,ferevaluating social mOVeMents'j4'not,te make moral judgments 
about how good or bad efgrOnp, Campaign dirM0ement is, but to empower 
activists and make their social kovement4"Mere'efiective. ' ActiVista are 	 o 

empowered when they are more '"in .charge'"ot their movement and believe in the 	 i 

powernf,:social movements, have a clear sense - Of ,their movement's history, 	 n 

,t,,,,,,.ilannuathe -road of-nuccesa usually take() hy:00Cial movements, and are able to 	 t 

identify where along that road their movement is. This enables activists to 	 s 

r***441,abrate,, their past successes, knew where they, and their movement is, "and 
'more effectively decide on future steps they' ancitheir movement neecrto take. 	 L 

The'lliOnies'Of :eValitation requires-that activists first gather data to 	
o, 

 

'deterdine'thuhistoryof theirAuvement, then use;  this history as a basis for 
w 

'-'detertaining -where the movementAn'aleng the standerd path usually taken by 
`Social movements. Activista_tantnse the "Movement Life Line" (MLL) method to o 

"ideatlfy; key aspects af'theirmovement}shistory. This ,history can then be i 
'used to see how- their movement: flXs Into ..the. MAP,eight.  stages standard road n 
of successful movements, and,whetetheit movement is. located along this road. 

 

Example Movement'Life Line chart  

   

   

MOVEMENT LIFE LINE 

'''Tha4rholasronp identifies andnnalyzes_the“ mnvement'shistoric key events, 
'—auccesSes,-progress,,-andstruggle with ;the powerhnIders... 

ale „facAlitator recprdand ajar& papet-(abbut '5'x 8 feet) the following: 

ey_)iigh.  and  lew-point movement events: Brainstorm key historical 
events, identifying whether they where a high'dr - low point events, and the 
year they happened. The facilitator writes these en the chart over the proper 
date, and draws a circle around'each. 

2. Positive, impacts of low-point events. Participants then identify any 
specifie positive effects from low point events",' the facilitator draws red 

arrows from each lOW-POint event tri its posiilve impacts on the chart. 
3. Draw cause and effect lines between events on the chart. Participants 

identify chronologically how events helped create other events; as the 
facilitator draws these connecting lines, the flow of the movement- fthm one 

key event to another is revealed. 
4. Specific key  successes and the role of the movement to achieve them. 

The participants identify key successful events of the movement, and then 
,,,r,identify specific ways the movement, and their own organization, helped 

achieve each success. 
5. Successful evolving movement strategy. Identify the key events that 

form the historic chain of events that brought about specific key successes. 
In thischain for events, identify the changing strategies of both the 
,movement and powerholders t  and how they have played off each other in an 

.„,,,,„„jactionereaction tilavethe 'years. Identify specific successes or 
progress in the moVement's position as n result of the movement's strategy. 
(We look at success here because activists are often well aware of movement 
failures and are Unaware of movement progress and success.) 

The goal here is to identify successful events-and conditions, and more 
,importantly, to identify the historicprocess that-brought them about. 
The group needs to choose "justone social movement as the focus of the 
exercise. However, participants can repeat this process back in their own 
group, even if their own group is involved in a different social movement. 
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, Earlier 1960's 	, 	1970's 	1980 '81 '82 '83 '84 '85 ,',86 '87 '88 

High or Low key events relating to the movement 
- - -Positive effect of negatives 
	Cause and effett'connection fines 

Short range goals of movement 
+ + + +Dynamic process which achieved a movement gonl or advantage 

After creating a Movement Life Line, groups' -can keep it on their wall to 
update over time, adding new insights and nee events as they happen. It and 
also, be an aid for strategy discussions and t;0 help educate new members. 

Example.q,events that might be listed-on a Movement Life Line chart that  
show the chain of events that led to The Intermediate Range Missile Treaty: 
In 1988, President Reagan and Michail Gorbachev signed the historic inter-
mediate range missile agreement. President Reagan claiMed it as a victory for 
his administration and perhaps the highlight of hispresidency, for most 
everyone saw it as a good first step in turning :around-the arms race. This is 
typical of a movement success and powerholderjnilurei the powerholders claim 
it as their victory, even though they were totally Ioced to change their 
strongly held previous position and policy and it violates their ideology and 
long term strategy -- forcing them into 'a'new. strategy,.  In this case, of 
course, the Reagan administration!s chief thrust has seen. to create an image 
of the Soviets as an evil and'natrustwarthyCommUnist Empire and defeat it in 

escalating nuclear ems tace,'46d. evea a nuclear war. The anti-
nuclear weapons and peace movements' success at winning over majority world 
public opinion against nuclear'Weapons ancifer a reversal of. the nuclear arms 
race and creating bonds between East and West, forced this change in Reagan-
led Western huclear arms-race policy: ACeiviataneed to claim this victory. 
In order to understand this as a victor ectiVijsts need to identify the key 
events by which their have brought about this change and to make connecting 
cause and effect lines between these events to show the successful process, 



over years, by which the movement achieved this success. And activists need 
to see that this is a critical short-range victory along the long road to 
nuclear disarmament and a world with peace, freedom, security and justice. 

On the Movement Life Line chart, activists could identify and.make connecting 
lines between the following key events: the Nato announcement of the planned 
deployment of cruise and Pershing 2 missiles in Europe, the violation of 
European values and sensibilities, the massive and almost immediate negative 
European public opinion, giant anti-nuclear weapons marches and rallies across 
Europe, the political liability of Cruise & P2 to European conservative 
governments and parties, Gorbachev's developing a policy to support the 
European people's position by setting forth proposals to eliminate these 
weapons, the success of the U.S Nuclear Freeze campaign, including the New 
York City big demonstration in 1982, majority public support of the demand 
for a nuclear weapons freeze in the U.S., and the ultimate elimination of 
nuclear weapons, the success of the nuclear free cities in England, then U.S, 
... to the summit meeting in Washington DC., December 10, 1987, where the 
agreement was made...to Senate ratification, and the beginning of dismantling. 

THE MOVEMENT ACTION PLAN (MAP EIGHT STAGES)  

The presentation should mostly review the MAP Eight Stages, with the aid of a 
large wall chart outlining the key points of each Stage. There should be 
some references and examples referring to the movement being focused on in 
the workshop, eg, nuclear disarmament or anti-intervention in Central Ameri-
can. Participant questions, comments, and examples could be injected through-
out the presentation time. 

The purpose of this item is to help participants more clearly understand the 
MAP framework, and to begin to apply it to their own movement. During this 
time, references can be made to the just-created movement life line, which 
should be within sight on a nearby wall. Hopefully, most of the participants 
will have already read the MAP Eight Stages article. 

IDENTIFY THE MAP STAGE OF YOUR SOCIAL MOVEMENT  

Participants are asked to individually think for a few minutes and decide what 
MAP stage their think their overall movement is now in. They then go to the 
one of eight spots on the floor representing that stage. Each of the stage 
groups discuss: why they think that their movement is in that stage. (If 
given more time, they could also discuss other pertinent questions, such as, 
how is the movement doing at fulfilling the programs and goals of that stage, 
what else does their movement need to do to move on to the next stage, etc.) 

THE PROCESS OF SUCCESS: SUB-GOALS AND THEIR SUB-MOVEMENTS  

Social movement are divided into sub-movement and sub-goals: The long term 
goals to achieve fundamental changes in society and public policy, e.g., 
civil rights, end nuclear energy or nuclear weapons, end U.S. intervention in 
Central America, are too broad to create a movement for social change. 

Social movements, therefore, have to be based on very concrete and specific 
life situations and policies, in which basic human values and sensibilities of 
the public and country are being violated by the powerholders, public poli-
cies, and social conditions. Long-term goals, therefore, are divided into 
specific sub-issues based on visible situations that can be shown to clearly 
violate values and sensibilities widely held by the general population. 
Social Movements, consequently, are made up of many sub-movements pursuing 
sub-goals. The 1960's black civil rights movement, for example, was made up 
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of a number of sub-movements to achieve the key sub-goals of the integration 
of buses., restaurants, voting, etc., "civil rights" was too vague. 

The process of successful social movements involves achieving a series of key 
short-term goals; this process builds public education, opinion and support, 
and creates new social and political conditions that finally forces a change 
in culture, policies and conditions. Tolstoy likened this social change 
process to adding drops of water to a floating bucket, which for a long time 
drops imperceptibly until it suddenly sinks with a splash. 

The purpose of this exercise is to identify some of the key short-term goals  

and to see  what MAP stage the movement is in for each one. The different sab4-
movements are in different MAP stages, some at stage 7 while others are at 
stage 2. It is important to appreciate the movement's success at achieiing 
the later stages regarding some of its goals. Also, the different sub-move-
ments feel different, and require different strategies and short term vale 
according to their MAP stage. 

THE PROCESS OF SUCCESS: (1) broadening the movementis focus; (2) evolving the 
movement's short-term goals and achieving some; (3) powerholders are forced  
to evolve their goals and official policy so that they are harder to achieve  
and more in line with those of the movement; (4) the movement advocates a  
shift to a new paradigm, ie, a larger world view 

Introduction: Social movements usually begin protesting a specific, eatrot! 
problem or policy - U.S. imminent invasion of Nicaragua-- and are unaware Of 
the larger paradigm. Over time, successful movements expand their focue'aed 
take an new goals: opposing U.S. aid to the Contras, opposing US interventiose 
in all of Central America, and support for regional peace plans. The govern-
ment, in defense, changes its goals - from direct traditional U.S. invasion, 
to supporting an indefensible terrorist army, to helping local dictators, 
murder their own people, to a fake peace plan for the region.' 

Exercise: The whole group: (1) brainstorms the key series of evolving movement  
goals, the approximate year and MAP stage each is in; (2) And also brainstorne 

the evolving powerholders' goals and year. These are recorded on the wall 
chart. The Movement Life Line can be a helpful resource for doing this. 

Thee, the group can analyze the Movement Life Line and this chart to try to 
decide: (1) Evolving focus. What was the original focus of the movement? Did 

it expand? What is the new larger focuses? (2) Changing Paradigm. What was the 
original paradigm that the movement perhaps unconsciously presumed? What is 

the new paradigm? (3)'What was the cause and effect relationship between the 
movement and the powerholders changing goals? (4) In what ways was this a 
success of the powerholders and favorable to them? (5) In what ways Wes it 0 
success for the movement and favored the movement? (6) What role did you and 
your organization and movement play in this changing situation or was it all 
outside events that caused these changing conditions? 

************************ 

PARTIAL SAMPLE WALL CHART: "CHANGING GOALS OF THE MOVEMENT AND POWERHOLDERS" 

Year 	 MAY 	 Year 

Adopted Movement's Short Range Goals Stage 	Powerholders Goals Adopted 

1983 	Stop US Invasion of Nicaragua 	7 	Stop Nic. Rev 	180 

1984 	Stop US aid to Contras 	 6 	Create Contras 	1981 

1986 	Support Arias Peace Plan 	6 	Congressional dritd 	1.985 

1986 	Stop U.S. Milit. Intery C.A. 	3 	Prevent Peace man 	1986 

Etc. 
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